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MASTERY

A Collection of Writings by Michael A. Robson



The 4 Hour Body 
!
I roll out of bed at 5am, and make my way to the kitchen. After a few years living in Mainland 
China, and ordering super cheap delivery, I’m finally cooking. I crack a few eggs, and get out 
the sausages. After breakfast, I’ll down a protein shake before doing my morning workout. I 
make sure to grab a few almonds while I’m at it. My fridge is full of actual food (not Pizza 
boxes), lots of meats and Caesar salad with chicken and tenderloin steaks. Last night I had 
Garbanzo beans and Salsa. Needless to say, I’ve never felt or looked better. It’s only been a 
couple weeks since I cracked open the 4 Hour Body, but so far, I’m a believer. I got this for my 
brother, who dabbles in Thai boxing, and he hasn’t shut up about it since. !
Ferriss, of 4 Hour Workweek fame, had converted his San Francisco home into a full-scale 
laboratory of human experimentation: fat machines, blood samples, and personally been 
‘tested’ on every body-ray scanner under the sun. He’d packed on muscle in very short 
amounts of time, and had a million testimonials from friends and relatives on amazing fat loss 
and heart rate regulation. He’d figured something out, and with this book, he was putting his 
name on the line. Big time. !
After getting the book, and delving into it, I found it: he’s saying what millions have been 
‘hinting’ at when it comes to dieting, for years. Tim knows what doctors (including my father) 
have known, but could never articulate. The stuff you know you shouldn’t eat (namely, white 
carbs) is why you’re fat, and why a 100,000 crunches later, you still have a mini-keg down 
there. That’s it. Change that, and eat enough so you’re not hungry all the time (the major 
reason we love that greasy stuff is the caloric density) and you’ll lose weight. That’s it. No 
Rice. No Pizza Hut. No Mashed Potates with melted cheese. Stop eating white carbs. This is 
going to mean revisiting the kitchen and learning how to cook actual food. Ever heard of 
lentils? Legumes? They have massive amounts of protein.. Hook it up. No milk. No fruit. Some 
of this stuff is just too crazy to believe. But it’s true. Tim goes into detail on what to eat, when 
to eat, and how to have fun doing it. !
With this book, and the recently released ‘Why we get fat,’ people are starting to get this 
amazing message: losing weight is simple and easy. That’s the most powerful part of this 
book. It’s not just the old mindset of “hit the gym, run 10 miles, stop eating so much, and 
you’ll lose weight.” In much the same way he breaks down languages, Tim breaks down the 
human body and gives us the ultimate secret: losing weight, and getting ripped on the 
absolute minimal gym time. !
It’s not just that we’re lazy (we are), but that we’re putting ourselves though torture chambers 
and hamster wheels with abysmal results. The current workout routines and aerobics classes 



don’t work, and they waste time. Consider the Minimum Effective Dose (MED) concept: if it 
takes 15 minutes lying under the sun for your skin to be stimulated, what’s the point of the 
16th, 17th (and 45th) minute lying there? Exactly. Burning. Pain. You’re actually not doing 
anything productive after the 15th minute, and those burns will basically screw you over, 
keeping you aching and indoors, while your friends get to play outside. !
Same goes for lifting weights. Doing 1000 reps is not cool, when 25 reps done right will do 
the same, and prevent injury. You only need to rip the muscle once. Using these principles, 
Tim packed on an astonishing 28lbs of muscle (Bruce Banner/Incredible Hulk pictures in the 
book, of course) in one month. Total Gym Time: 4 hours. !
Personally, I’ve always been ‘skinny’. I was just like every other skinny guy you’ve ever met. 
Ate everything he could get his hands on when he was in high school, and ‘filled out’ as he 
entered his mid-20′s, but that’s not the point. ‘Filling out’ just means you’re putting on fat, 
and look a little better in a suit; but, you’re not actually improving, because you’re not 
improving your diet. And you’re not improving the way you feel, you’re just getting fatter. And 
the first time some girl snickers about your ‘double chin’ you’ll have a whole thing to be ‘shy’ 
about. !
Another concept is the Body Recomp. Most of the ways we describe our bodies (eg. gaining 
and losing weight) is meaningless. Rather than focusing on pounds lost (which can be done 
by starvation, anorexia, death etc), Tim introduces the 20-lb recomposition (or recomp for 
short). Gaining 10 lbs of muscle mass and losing 10 lbs of fat, for most people, would reflect a 
massive change in the way they look and feel. And ultimately, that’s the point. !
Of course, what self-respecting health and fitness book wouldn’t have a few dozen pages 
dedicated to sex, sex drive, and the almighty G-spot. More importantly, I think, Tim notes a 
fascinating reason why most men nowadays are going Metrosexual. Something that seems to 
have come along in the last 10 years, may have less to do with San Francisco and more to do 
with Silicon Valley. !
So with looking better, getting stronger, improving your sex life, getting a good nights sleep, 
this is effectively the user manual for the human body. Have you ever wondered why you look 
or feel the way you do? Of course you have. Wanna change something? We all do. Not because 
we’re egomaniacs but because most of us eat garbage, and feel/look like it. You are an animal, 
a hairless chimp. You can go on eating cardboard, or you can be King Kong (or the beautiful 
blonde).  !
Your choice. !



The Power of Now 
!
“The mind cannot know the tree. It only knows facts or information about the tree” !
Years ago I went for hike through the mountains of British Columbia with a classmate; we 
were both studying International Business, which also had a range of classes on cultural 
sensitivity and language. The culture classes included fascinating courses on Eastern Religion. 
At the time, my friend had just split with his girlfriend and with little in the way of emotional 
support, I commented to my colleague that I’d really gotten into Buddhism since we started 
the class, and that it might offer some perspective. Intrigued, he humoured me. I replied, “In 
Buddhism, the goal is to forget about the past and not worry about the future. The idea is, 
just as much as we can’t control things happening in other people’s lives, and we can’t control 
whether it rains or not, we shouldn’t try to control things which are uncontrollable. They say, 
doing so leads to suffering.If you just think about things you can affect, and influence, you’ll 
be happy.” He nodded, thought it was interesting, and we continued hiking. Although this 
basic understanding reflected my earliest contact with Buddhism, it still seems valuable to me, 
all these years later. !
In ‘The Power of Now’, (structured as a conversation between a patient teacher and a 
skeptical student) Tolle focuses most of his energy on dismantling the concept of Time. The 
way we think of Time (something almost no other creature on the planet could fathom), 
according to Tolle, is a huge cause of pain and suffering in our lives. Yes it’s a book on 
Spirituality, and it’s so densely packed with ‘Wow’ ideas, it probably deserves a good 2 or 3 
reads.  !
I’ve always wondered, in moments of intense melancholy: why is it when we remember our 
youth, we seem to remember our days being jam packed with experience, and yet as we get 
older, the days seem so routine? We have great days and we have boring days. But sometimes I 
long for the ‘innocence’ of youth where there was magic and wonder around every corner. Is 
it because we now know so much (as they say, ignorance is bliss) or is it because as adults we 
are so wrapped up in time? Time is something we humans made up to organize past, present, 
future, so of course, we lose touch with the moments when we try to make reference. A 5 year 
old with a strict routine, and appointments, seems comical. And yet that’s what we do when 
we enter school, and our parents urge us to begin our studies. The more ‘timed’ our 
childhoods are, the less of a carefree childhood we seem to have. !
If you’re regretful of something you did in the past, you’re trying to control the 
uncontrollable. If you’re anxious or fearful, you’re try to change something imaginary. Only in 



the moment, are you strong confident, and congruent. Only in the moment can you take 
action. !
According to Tolle, the mind that created time, and tries to categorize and understand 
everything (often resorting to broad generalizations and stereotypes in a vain attempt to do 
so), is the antithesis of Peace. Peace is attained through feeling, not thinking. In fact, the Mind 
cannot conceive of Peace, because it would mean ending the ‘overthinking Mind.’ Positive 
peaceful moments are like gaps in a stream of noisy thought. And what is the picture of a 
meditation? Sitting quietly doing nothing, eyes closed, in the lotus position. What is the monk 
thinking? Nothing. What is he feeling? Everything. !
Tolle says the goal of ‘happiness’, like some heroin junkie, is misguided; rather, the Goal is to 
be at peace. No inner conflict, and no resistance. Imagine being so peaceful that animals and 
plants can sense your presence. This is not a knowable thought, but a feeling, just as much as 
your ears can’t hear colours, and you’re eyes can’t taste chocolate. !
And with this Peace, what can we do? Or must we completely detach from society, like hermits 
in the hills? Absolutely not, for this would be monumentally selfish. The greatest ambitions of 
generous men and women, he says, must come from a place of abundance, and a place of 
love. Rather than withdraw into the jungle, the enlightened ones first fix the way they see 
themselves, then the world, as a reflection of ourselves, changes. All the Charity in the world, 
has to come from a place of self-respect, of self-love. When you stop suffering, the world stops 
suffering. !
Just as one read of this book is not enough to absorb all its insight, one 800-word essay is 
even less capable. If you’ve ever been interested in Spirituality, consider this a great place to 
start (regardless of your religion). !!!!!



On Moralism: The Truth shall set you Free 
!
Lately I’ve been re-reading an amazing book called ‘Radical Honesty‘ which espouses a 
lifestyle of 100% complete honesty. This can obviously lead to some awkward “Yes, in fact that 
dress does make you look fat honey” moments, but there is a bright side: complete and total 
clarity. Also know as, getting your sanity back. The author, a Phd and eccentric Therapist 
named Brad Blanton, points to Moralism as the source of all our anxiety and stress. !

Moralism 
Definition: The practice of moralizing, esp. showing a tendency to make judgments 
about others’ morality. !
Morality 
Definition: !
1. The quality of being in accord with standards of right or good conduct. 
2. A system of ideas of right and wrong conduct: religious morality; Christian 
morality. 
3. Virtuous conduct. 
4. A rule or lesson in moral conduct. !

And so moralism is ingrained in our modern culture as a hangover from our more rigid 
authoritarian past, where governments used organized religion to keep their populace (and 
their military forces) in line. Here’s a shocker: stealing is bad. Another tip? Killing is bad, too. 
But beyond the obvious ‘sins’, modern society seems filled with rules and taboos which are 
much more nuanced. The system of decreeing what is good and what is bad is actually hotly 
debated by philosophers, legal experts, psychologists and political figures. But as long as we 
cling to this system of judging our fellow men and women as being ‘good’ or ‘bad’ people, 
we’re still stuck in this moralism loop. !
Moralism gets us into trouble because being ‘good’ or being ‘bad’ is the reason why we lie to 
begin with. And having a head full of lies is what agitates and paralyses us. Over time, the guilt 
of dishonesty wells up inside us, and we either erupt (eg. passive aggressive) on our loved 
ones, go into hiding (escapism, or literally skipping town), or use some kind of drug/
medication to numb the pain. Alas, Good and Moral Society is made up of total liars, it would 
seem. And after they lie, they get a knot in their stomach, or in their minds, that never goes 
away until they come clean. You’ll never get what you want if you don’t ask for it, and ‘don’t 
ask for it’ is exactly what you do when you lie. You suppress your true needs, until you go 
crazy. 



!
Part of that suppression is creating a PG-13 version of your actual self, called a ‘personality’. A 
personality is a subset of character traits that are ‘suitable’ and ‘good’ in today’s society. In 
other words, if you’ve cherry picked certain parts of your personality to reveal to the world, 
you aren’t being totally honest about what you think or what you believe, and you start to 
become a dishonest person. And in so doing, you divert some of your life energy away from 
life and towards suppressing your true self. Ouch. !
The book takes you through a range of exercises you can use to build a whole new 
relationship with your friends, lovers and family, and I must say, it’s pretty amazing. Once you 
establish a policy and habit of total honesty, you can actually get back all the passion and 
energy you’ve been suppressing for the last 20 years ‘trying to be a good person’, and it seems 
to have an incredibly expansive effect on various aspects of life, releasing us from the paradox 
of ‘good’ vs ‘bad’, so we can resume our carefree honest lives. !!!!
!



“The War of Art” Kill the Lizard, Release the Artist. 
!
As a lad, I was a promising young artist. I did all the usual creatives: I wrote short stories; I 
drew comic books at first, then painted as I got older; upon high school graduation, I took 
design, before “getting serious” with a degree in Economics. !
During that freshman year, I remember one such evening, up in the middle of the night, 
writing. I was scrawling inane thoughts on a sheet of lined paper, lest I lose them forever 
(sigh). I must have been delirious or drunk because I was doodling a diagram, of what I 
thought to be the most peak experiences in life, like a flowchart of religious experience. !
I remember distinctly, under one such diagram, writing the words, “Art is the Grandchild of 
God”, as my vain attempt to describe the pattern of situations in life where I felt a connection 
to a greater spirit: !
Lust/Flirting/Sex with Women (eg. the bubbly haze of love) 
The high adrenaline pump from Sports and Competition 
Striking Moments of lucid creativity. Creating art. Drawing, writing poetry and so on. 
Love. Sports. Art. !
The whole point of my little diagram (other than a good laugh, the following day), was that 
my life at the time was mostly mundane, speckled with periods of great zest and creativity. I 
wanted to know the formula to get more of that feeling, of closeness to something greater. 
What did Love, Sports and Art have in common? Surging chemicals in the brain, I supposed, 
for the first two. But why Art? !
Pressfield’s ‘The War of Art’ brings me back to those days, when I was wise enough to notice 
the power of art, the power of creation, but stupid enough to look away from it. I took my eye 
off the prize. After a year in Design (whereupon my sneaky professor warned me of the 
limited financial opportunities upon graduation, appealing to my conservatism), I went the 
safe route. I got a straight laced education. Something ‘practical’. I did the worst thing an 
aspiring artist can do: I met my Lizard. !
The Lizard brain is so named for it denotes the smaller primitive amphibian brain we 
theoretically brought with us out of the swamp millions of years ago (again, this is entwined 
with a modern theory of evolution; apologies to anyone I may have put off ). The Lizard brain 
was and is very good at one thing: not necessarily spreading its own genes, but survival. The 
way it survives is by being ultra conservative–constantly scanning the environment for threats, 
and adapting accordingly. The Lizard brain can justify camping out in one location for 



months. The key is safety. When safety is threatened – the Lizard brain spikes emotions like 
fear, anger and negativity. The War of Art, is mostly a book about hunting down and slaying 
your Lizard Brain. !
The Lizard brain wants you to never ever feel pain. It’s a pretty pathetic strategy for a College 
Grad in 2012. I think of attacking the Lizard Brain as ‘Forced Evolution. Attack your fears, and 
you attack the LIzard. Fittingly, attacking your fears is great way to describe the creation of 
great art. If art is the expression of emotions in physical form, then attacking a conservative 
ghost like the Lizard Brain, will unleash better, more memorable, more beautiful, more 
shocking art. The Lizard (referred to as the Resistance in this book) wants to  insulate you 
permanently from pain. But pain, physical and emotional, is not the ultimate loss. The 
ultimate loss is a life lived in the prison of your mind, walking the earth with an upside down 
and backwards map of the world. Better to be pained, than lost. The artist knows the way. He 
sees through the lies, sees through temptation, and devotes his time to honing his craft, 
whatever that craft may be. !
“Art, as far as it is able, follows nature, as a pupil imitates his master; thus your art must be, as 
it were, God’s grandchild.” - Dante’s Inferno !!!!



Mastery 
!
Mastery is a funny thing.. we usually use the word when we consider someone to do 
something effortlessly –like playing the Piano, speaking a foreign language–especially when 
someone is able to be creative and playful with a particular skill. We think, ‘he’s so 
comfortable, he’s such a master in the kitchen, he was able to come up with his own recipe 
for this delicious Tomato Sauce!’ And of course, we’d all love to get to that stage, in our jobs, 
in our hobbies, and in our relationships. !
George Leonard started off in the US Army, becoming a ‘master’ of flying bombers/jets and 
became a teacher in that field. After the Second World War, he stumbled upon Aikido, and 
soon fell in love with the martial arts. He has long since achieved several levels of black belt 
and started his own Aikido academy. The path of Mastery he describes is based on his own 
endless journey towards ‘Mastery’ of Aikido. Towards, not to. !
Is this book about Martial Arts, or landing Fighter Jets? Of course not. This book is for anyone 
that ever picked up a tennis racquet, tried to learn a new business, learn a language, monetize 
their hobby, or get serious about their fitness. Pretty much anything you do, can be taken to 
the level of ‘zen-like’ practice. This word practice is very important. We’re not talking about 
‘practicing free throws‘ or ‘practicing Calligraphy‘, but practice as in, ‘he’s been practicing 
Medicine for 20 years in that same small town.’ The word, not surprisingly, conjures images of 
wise old masters from the Shinto age, in deep states meditation. !
And why would you want to treat your Golf swing like an Ancient Monk would? Because that’s 
the only way you’ll enjoy it. And that’s when you’ll really get good at it. !
Leonard describes how most people pick up a new hobby or sport (eg. Rollerblading, Cross 
Country Running, etc) and how people find various ways to get frustrated/bored in the very 
early stages, and give up. Mastery should then be redefined not as ‘being perfect at 
something’, but ‘staying on the path’ not just for a while, not just for a few years, but for the 
rest of your life. Leonard himself can be considered an Aikido master, but he doesn’t think so. 
He still sees ways to improve, ways to be more focused, ways to be more in the moment. !
He mentions the tireless dedication of NBA legend Larry Bird in his own ‘practicing.’ Often 
showing up to the gym 2 hours before anyone else, not just practicing shooting, but pushing 
the limits of what would be possible, even practicing lobbing shots in from the 5th row. 
Countless excercises–dribbling, shooting, passing–thousands and thousands of shots that no 
NBA fan would ever see. What could possibly push an athlete to do this? Fame? Respect? 
Money? Not likely, fame and respect were already achieved in college. Money as a motivator 



probably would have put Larry Bird in Law School, not the basketball court. At any rate, he 
had that a couple years into his career, and still outworked everyone on the court late in his 
career. !
The truth is simple: Larry Bird (and Jordan, and Magic Johnson, and Kareem) wasn’t 
motivated by external things. He really loved to practice. His excellence on the court was just 
a consequence of his pure joy during practice time. !
Our obsession with results is the number one thing ruining our pursuits, and standing in the 
way of Larry Bird-esque results. So where does it come from? Turn on a television and you’ll 
get a hint: as Leonard describes, our modern consumerist culture, as portrayed on TV, is a 
series of… ahem… 30 second climaxes (whereby a product solves all your problems in a 
moment of pure ecstacy), interrupted by 30 minute stories, easily solved by happenstance or 
dumb luck. Life is so easy. The message: ‘If you can’t figure something out in 30 minutes, it’s 
probably impossible. And not worth it anyway.’ !
If you hate to learn, try new things, make mistakes, you will drop out as soon as you possibly 
can, or keep going for a long time with mediocre results. Consider this book the guide to 
cultivating a love and joy of practice, and that is the true key to excellence. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Find more of Michael’s work on 21tiger.com.


